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Abstract- In this work, a design of transparent conductive
oxide less electrochemical luminescence (TCO-less ECL) cell has
been proposed using a TiO2/Ti electrode. Ti films (~500 nm in
thickness) are deposited on a glass substrate without Fluorinedoped SnO2 (FTO) by RF magnetron sputtering. The asprepared films were characterized by XRD, FE-SEM, XPS, and
BET analyses. The as-fabricated ECL cell is composed of a FTO
glass/Ru(II) complex/nanoporous TiO2/Ti/glass. The ECL
efficiency of the TiO2/Ti-basd cell was ~265 cd/m2, much
higher than the efficiency (135 cd/m2) of FTO-based cell. From
the result, it can be found that the use of TiO2/Ti electrode
significantly improves the ECL efficiency.

vapour depositions (Heo et al., 2009, Han et al., 2009).
However, these TCO glasses are expensive and the use of two
TCO glasses for ECL cell is not suitable in the viewpoints of
not only transparency but also cost-effectiveness (Kroon et
al., 2007, Kwon et al., 2010). Further studies are required in
terms of efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
In this work, as an effort to replace TCO, the Ti metal
films were deposited on the secondary glass substrate
without TCO by radio-frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering,
which was followed by coating of nanoporous TiO2 layer.
Processing and electrical characterization of the ECL cell
using this TiO2/Ti photoanode structure are investigated.

Keywords: Ti film, Nanoporous TiO2, TCO-less ECL, rf
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2. ECL Concept and Structure
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1. Introduction
The electrochemical luminescence (ECL) cell is often
fabricated with the transparent conductive oxide (TCO) glass
and Ru(II) complex (Ru(bpy)32+) (Richter, 2004). The
application of a porous TiO2 layer is reported to improve the
luminescence efficiency (Kenichi et al., 2008, Kwon et al.,
2010). The charge accumulation layer of ECL cell consisted of
15~20 nm-sized porous TiO2 layer attached with large
number of Ru (II) complex molecules, enabling efficient light
emitting. TCO layer is an important part in the construction of
ECL cell. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO) and fluorine-doped tin-oxide
(FTO) are most commonly used for ECL cell. Both TCO
materials can be fabricated by plasma-aided process
technologies such as, sputtering, ion plating or chemical

The concept on general ECL involved electron transfer
reactions between an oxidized Ru(bpy)33+ and a reduced
Ru(bpy)3+, both of which were generated at an electrode by
alternate pulsing of the electrode potential. The mechanism is
outlined below (Richter, 2004):
Ru(bpy)32+ - e- → Ru(bpy)33+ E°Ru2+/3+ = +1.2V vs SCE.

(1)

Ru(bpy)32+ + e- → Ru(bpy)3+ E°Ru2+/1+ = -1.4V vs SCE.

(2)

Ru(bpy)33+ + Ru(bpy)3+ → Ru(bpy)3*2+ +Ru(bpy)32+

(3)

Ru(bpy)3*2+ → Ru(bpy)32+ + h (~2.1eV, 620nm).

(4)

Here, Ru(bpy)3*2+ represents the excited molecule that
emits light, and h is a photon of light. The excited state
formed in this ECL reaction is similar to that formed during
photoexcitation (i.e., photoluminescence or PL). Recent ECL
cell uses a layer of porous TiO2 deposited on a TCO glass as a
charge accumulating layer. This porous TiO2 layer with
15~20 nm-thickness is interconnected in three dimensions
with Ru(bpy)32+ molecules. The large number of Ru(bpy) 32+
molecules injected into the porous TiO2 layer becomes
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attached to the large surface area of porous structure, which
enables efficient light emitting.
Figure 1 shows an ECL cell using the layers of Ti metal
and porous TiO2 with Ru(bpy)32+. In order to enhance the ECL
efficiency, a layer of porous TiO2 is coated on Ti metal film to
increase the interfacial area with the Ru(bpy) 32+ and
conductivity of electrode. The electrode with Ti metal and ntype semiconductor TiO2 can inject high density of electrons
to Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2 electrolyte through the large surface of
porous TiO2. The fabricated ECL cell in this report is thus
composed of glass/ Ti-metal/ porous TiO2/ Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2/
FTO electrode.
FTO Glass
Sealing
Ru(bpy)32+
Electrolyte
TiO2
Ti

Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of RF magnetron
sputter system. The film deposition using RF magnetron
sputter system has been described in detail elsewhere (Heo
et al., 2009), and can be briefly described as follows. Firstly,
pre-sputtering was done for 10 min with a shutter covering
the substrate in order to remove surface contaminants of the
target. The Ti film was deposited in Ar gas pressure of 5
mTorr for 30 min at the substrate temperature of 300oC. RF
power between the target and substrate was maintained at
300 W. The distance between substrate and target surface
was 10cm. The deposition condition of Ti metal films by RF
magnetron sputtering is summarized in Table. 1. The
microstructures of Ti film prepared by RF magnetron
sputtering were characterized by field emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM). X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Xray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS) were used to
investigate the crystallographic structure and components of
the films. The resistivity of Ti film was measured using four
point probe. Impedance of the each layer of the ECL cell was
analyzed by electrochemical impedance analyzer (EIA; IM6,
ZAHNER). Light emission of the ECL cell was observed by
spectral brightness analyzer (Konica Minolta, CS-2000A).

Glass
Fig. 1. Structure of ECL cell using TiO2/Ti electrode.
Chamber

3. Experimental
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of fabrication
procedures of the ECL cell using TiO2/Ti electrode. The
electrode of cell is prepared in the following processes. A Ti
metal film with a thickness of 500 nm was deposited on the
glass substrate by RF magnetron sputtering at a substrate
temperature of 300oC. A layer of TiO2 pastes with a thickness
of ~15 µm (Solaronix D-paste) was then coated on to the ascoated layer of Ti/glass substrate by Dr. Blade method,
followed by a heat treatment at 450oC for 30 min. The sol-gel
combustion method was used to produce the porous TiO2.
The TiO2 gel was sintered at 450 oC for 150 min. resulted in
the uniform spherical morphology of the nanoparticles, as
well as the uniform distribution with ~15 nm in diameter.
Glass
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Pump

Substrate holder
MFC
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Glass
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holder

Ti layer
Ti Target
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network

RF power

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of RF magnetron sputter system.

4. Results and Discussion
Ti-film
Sputter deposition
(substrate 300 oC)

TiO2 paste
Dr. Blade coating

Heat-treatment at
450 oC
Fig. 2. Fabrication Process of TiO2/Ti electrode.

Figure 4 is a SEM micrograph showing the cross-section
of the as-deposited porous TiO2/Ti/glass electrode. The
thickness of the Ti metal layer was 500 nm, and the
deposition rate of Ti film was 16.7 nm/min. The Ti film
conductivity was measured using four point probe method.
The sheet resistance decreases as the film thickness
increases. The sheet resistance (1.2 Ω/Sq.) was obtained from
the Ti layer in 500 nm thickness. The sheet resistance of FTO
layer generally used for ECL cell fabrication was measured in
the range of 10-30 Ω/Sq. In addition, based on XRD
observation (not shown), it was found that the (010), (002)
and (011) orientation of the titanium increased with the
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increase in substrate temperature up to 300oC. On the other
hand, the (010) and (002) orientations increased while the
(011) orientation decreased at a higher temperature range
(>300oC). It is assumed that the columnar growth of the film
yields the (010) and (002) peaks, while the surface adatom
mobility of the film by substrate temperature yields the (011)
peak.

Glass

Fig. 4. FE-SEM image of porous TiO2/Ti/glass layer.

An FE-SEM image of the TiO2 layer is displayed in Fig. 5.
TiO2 paste prepared by sol-gel combustion method was
coated with a thickness of 10 m on a glass by Dr. Blade
method, followed by a heat treatment at 450oC for 30 min.
The sample has a sponge-like texture with numerous small
pores. As shown in Fig. 5, the nanoporous TiO2 layer consists
of uniform particles in the range of 3050 nm size. Average
particles size and BET analysis results are summarized in
Table 2. The pore diameter was controlled by annealing
temperature. After annealing treatment, the mean particle
diameter increases from 50nm for 550oC to 150oC for 700oC,
a significant change occurring between 550 and 700 oC. Mean
pore size is found to be 30~35 nm for 550oC. The FE-SEM
photograph of the porous TiO2 films exhibited a fractured
appearance as shown in Fig. 5. The fracturing of the TiO2
surface is often caused by contraction and stress under
drying (Byrne et al, 1998). It thus seems that the fracturing
occurred during the annealing process due to the different
thermal coefficients of expansion of the TiO2 and Ti layers.

Fig. 5. FE-SEM image of nanoporous TiO2 layer deposited by Dr.
Blade method.
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Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the XPS of Ti2p and O1s on the
surface of TiO2/Ti film, respectively. Ti2p peak at the binding
energy of 457 eV is sharp and strong, indicating that the Ti
element mainly existed as the chemical state of Ti+ (Rahman
et al, 1999). The O1s peak at the binding energy of 530 eV is
somewhat asymmetric, the left side was wider than the right
as show Fig. 6(b), indicating that at least three kinds of
oxygen peaks correspond to 530, 532 and 533 eV,
respectively were exist in the near surface region by
resolving XPS curve. The peak at 530 eV was due to oxygen in
the TiO2 crystal lattice, the second peak at 532 eV was due to
surface hydroxyl, and the other peak at 533 eV was due to
physically adsorbed oxygen (Zili et al, 1999). The atom ratio
of Ti to crystal lattice oxygen was about 1:1.8, which was
caused by some oxygen deficiencies in the surface region.
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Table. 1. BET surface area, pore volume, pore size and particle
diameter of the nanoporous TiO2 sample.
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Fig. 6. XPS of (a) Ti2p and (b) O1s on the surface of TiO2/Ti films.

The measured electrochemical impedances of asfabricated ECL cell using nanoporous TiO2/Ti electrode are
summarized in Table 3. The three semicircular shapes
assigned to impedance related to charge transport at the
counter electrode (R1), at the TiO2/ Ru(II)/ electrolyte
interface (R2) and the carrier transport by ions in the
electrolyte (R3) could be obtained from the measured
impedance curve. The Rh is assigned to resistance of Ti thin
film and the contact resistance between the Ti thin film and
TiO2. For case TiO2/Ti-based cell, the values of R1, R2, R3 and
Rh were about 13.9, 17.1, 10.2 and 8.9 Ω. For case FTO-based
cell, those of R1, R2, R3 and Rh were about 15.2, 16.8, 9.8 and
15.4 Ω as shown Table 3. The cell with TiO2/Ti electrode had
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low impedance due to the high conductivity of the dense Ti
layer compared with FTO-based cell. It can be seen that the
TiO2/Ti electrode with high porosity and conductivity shows
the good impedance characteristics in this experiment.
Table 2. Impedances of TiO2/Ti-based cell and FTO-based cell.

Sample

Rh (Ω)

R1 (Ω)

R2 (Ω)

R3 (Ω)

TiO2/Ti
FTO

8.9
15.4

13.9
15.2

17.1
16.8

10.2
9.8

The ECL intensity variations of two different types are
shown in Fig. 7 as a function applied voltages. Figure 7(a) and
7(b) are the intensity variations of the cells using the porous
TiO2/Ti for the cathode electrode and using only FTO glass
for both electrodes, respectively. The ECL intensities can be
observed as follows. ECL intensities of 265 cd/m2 obtained
for the porous TiO2/Ti-based cell is larger by about 2 times
than the FTO-based cell (135 cd/m2) at 6V bias. In addition,
the 2.3 threshold voltage measured for the TiO2/Ti-based cell
is lower than that of FTO based cell (2.7V). It can be seen that
the use of TiO2/Ti electrode considerably improves the ECL
efficiency. On the other hand, it is not sufficient to obtain
more quantitative index for the optimization of the TCO-less
ECL cell, although the above-described experimental result is
useful to discuss about the effectiveness of TCO-less structure
for efficient ECL. It is necessary to do more research on the
ECL behaviour and control based on more detailed
experimental data. This will be checked experimentally at
various ECL structures and operating condition in further
research.
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Fig. 7. ECL intensity versus voltage characteristics of the TiO2/Ti-

based and FTO-based cells.

5. Conclusion

The electrochemical cell using the electrode of Ti metal,
porous TiO2 and Ru (II) complex (Ru(bpy)32+) was fabricated
for the high efficient ECL. Ti metal films (500 nm in thickness)

are deposited on a glass substrate without FTO by RF
magnetron sputtering. The fabricated ECL cell is composed of
a FTO glass/ Ru (II) complex/ porous TiO2/ Ti/ glass. The ECL
intensities of 265 cd/m2 obtained for TiO2/Ti-based cell is
larger by about 2 times than FTO-based cell. It can be found
that the use of TiO2/Ti electrode significantly improves the
ECL efficiency.
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